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1. Game Description 

The purpose of this event is one by one tournament and participants control their 

humanoid to complete the given mission that constructs a road as fast as they can.  

Teams can disturb opponent while constructing road, so match strategy is key to win the 

match. Also, deep understanding of robot and good control of robot are required. 

 

2. Robot 

2-1. Type of robot: Articulated two-legged walking robot (humanoid) 

 

2-2. Construction 

2-2-1. Pre-built 

All robots must be pre-built before the match and construction time is not given in 

the site. 

2-2-2. Classification  

2-2-1-1. Match is divided into Standard and Extreme  

1) Standard: It is appointed to regular humanoid in first version from beginning and 

approved by IROC is only allowed to participate the competition.  

2) Extreme: It can be used in any components, items and all humanoid can join the 

competition. 

2-2-3. Sensor: No restriction 

 

2-3. Power 

2-3-1. Robots should work with an independent electric power supply; it cannot use a 

combustible device. 

2-3-2. There is no limitations on type of battery or voltage level. 

 

2-4. Operation 

2-4-1. It should be two-legged walking as an articulated robot without linking structure 

2-4-2. While it is standing, both feet should not cross the area. 

Travers Extreme 
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<Pic> <While robot is standing, feet should not be cross like above picture> 

 

2-5. Programming and control 

2-5-1. Both programmed robot and remote-controlled robot are allowed. 

2-5-2. Robot should not move when it is getting ready for the competition. (before the 

game begins) 

2-5-3. Control communication specification 

2-5-3-1. Zigbee / Bluetooth / 2.4Ghz wireless are allowed to use. 

2-5-3-2. Smart phone is allowed to use as a controller but make sure that it is flight 

mode in the competition area.  

2-5-3-3. Wired control is not allowed. 

2-5-3-4. When communication system is interrupted and changing channel is not 

working, then both team are disqualified the match.  

 

2-6. Spare robot 

2-6-1. Robot preparation 

Both main and spare robots should be confirmed by referee before match. 

2-6-2. Spare robot use 

It is not allowed to switch robots during the match. Before the match starts, it can 

be changed after confirmation by referee as follows. 

2-6-2-1. League: switch is allowed before the group matches start. 

2-6-2-2. Tournament: switch is allowed before each match start. 

 

 

 

Ex 
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2-7. Module of Camera  

2-7-1. This extreme category needs to be installed a camera which can transfer online 

video to the program in real time. 

2-7-2. Standard of telecommunication or number of picture elemet is not limited.  

2-7-3. It can use in independent power and should be connects to power of the robot. 

 

3. Site Competition 

3-1. Site competition has to use by approval in IROC.  

 

3-2. Structure 

3-2-1. Size and arrangement 

Match field is 160cm x 120cm(±10%) with the arrangements of two boards. 

3-2-2. Two boards are placed on the floor to progress the match. 

 

 

 

3-2-3. Less than 2° gradient (±10%) is possible to exist in the site. 

3-2-4. Less than 0.3cm (±10%) irregularity or crack is possible to exist in site. 

3-2-5. This event is not installed acryl wall around the site. 

 

3-3. Site Field 

3-3-1. Field 

Floor is covering with embossing white sheet and there may be IROC logo or 

advertisement partially in the sheet. 

3-3-2. Mission map 

There are composition of different kinds of shape and direction.  
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3-4. Components 

3-4-1. Target 

3-4-1-1. Shape: a hexahedron 

3-4-1-2. Weight: less than 100g (±10%) 

3-4-1-3. Size: 5cm x 5cm x 5cm (W x L x H, ±10%) 

3-4-1-4. Type: Four types of block  

1) Cross block: Cross symbols (+) on the all sided of the block. 

2) Hyphen block: Hyphen symbols (-) on the all sided of the block. 

3) Right angle block: Right angle symbols (ㄱ) on the all sided of the block. 

4) Circle block: Circle symbols (O) on the all sided of the block. 

 

 

 

3-4-2. Destination 

3-4-2-1. Shape: 4 square x 6 square checkerboard. 

3-4-2-2. Size: a square is 7cm x 7cm (±10%) 

3-4-2-3. Placement: It will be given in the middle of the both sided on the board. 
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4. Competition progress 

4-1. Game method 

Participant who had passed in progress a qualifying round is composing in the 

tournament and progress the match.  

 

 

 

 

4-1-1. There will be a closed place which is less than 5m far from the play field and 

participants should control their robot through the installed camera in that place 

 

4-2. League (qualifying round) 

4-2-1. Group draws: All participants are in groups in three by draw. 

4-2-2. Winning point and qualify to the tournament 

The participant with highest Points proceeds to tournament. 

(Win: 3 points, Draw: 1 point, Lose: 0 point). 

 

4-3. Tournament (main match) 

4-3-1. tournament counterpart will be decided by group draws for league game. 

4-3-2. If there are 3 teams run a tournament game, then main match will be 

conducted in a tournament. 

4-3-3. Tie breaker is not accepted and extra time is given until winner is decided.  

 

4-4. Robot Modification 

All teams will be given a modification time after each match finished by referee’s 

decisions. 

 

ex 
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5. Match 

5-1. Perform the mission 

Participants control their humanoid to construct the road using block according to 

given mission. 

5-2. Open the mission 

Arrangement of blocks and mission will be given to you on the match day 

 

5-3. Match time 

Participant is given less than 2 minutes according to each mission on the match day. 

When given time is running out, winner will be decided through the result at the end 

of game. 

 

5-4. Direction decision  

It is determined through draw or other fair method before match.  

5-4-1. Group league / tournament 

Position is decided through draw like rock paper scissor, flipping a coin and 

winner has a right to choose the area. 

 

5-5. Start and Restart 

5-5-1. Start: It starts by referees signal but if it starts before the signal then restart is 

required as illegal work. 

5-5-2. Restart: There are two chances to restart but if it does not work following 

referees signal then it is disqualified. 

 

5-6. Block 

5-6-1. Role of block  

5-6-1-1. Cross(+) block, Hyphen(-) block, Right angle(ㄱ) block is used to 

completing the mission. 

5-6-1-2. Circle(O) block is not connected with other blocks.  

5-6-2. Block use 

5-6-2-1. The block which is fallen out of board is not allowed to reuse or 

rearrangement and it has to continue the match with remains blocks. 

5-6-2-2. It can use block to hit opponent’s block to disturbing construction while 

opponent is constructing.  

5-6-2-3. It is allowed to throw the block to opponent’s side until 30 second to finish 
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the game. (Main game is within 90 second, overtime is within 30 second) 

5-6-2-4. If the block is thrown after given time, then team will be disqualified and 

game victory will be turn to opponent. 

5-6-2-5. If thrown block remains your side or back to your side then you can reuse 

the block. 

 

5-7. position 

5-7-1. Position is divided into two area like below the picture.  

 

5-7-2. Move to opponent position 

5-7-2-1. move to opponent position: both legs of robot are over completely moved to 

opponent position. 

5-7-2-2. moving in one time: Continue the game. First warning is given and also the 

robot returns to starting position after counting 10 at the outside board.  

5-7-2-3. moving in two-times: game ends and opponent wins immediately.  

5-7-2-4. collision with opponent’s robot after moving: it is disqualified no matter how 

many moves.  

 

5-8. Robot stop and fall 

5-8-1. Robot stop 

If robot stops or walks certain area during the game, then referee will count 10 

seconds. If robot does not work after counting, then referee will declare robot stop 

and it is taken out of the game. The game will be continuing with remain robots. 

5-8-2. Robot fall 

If the robot has fallen out of the board during the game, the referee will pick up and 

place the robot where if fell and make counts until 10 and resume the game.  
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5-9. Penalty  

5-9-1. When penalty situation occurs, referee will blow the whistle to pause the game. 

Participants are now allowed to move the robots without referee’s permission.  

5-9-2. Match will start by referee’s whistle.  

5-9-3. If the participant touch the robot without referee’s permission, he/she will be 

penalized.  

5-9-4. When penalty applies, 1 point will be deducted.  

 

5-10. Disqualification 

5-10-1. Robot touch 

During the match, if robot is touch without referee’s authorization the participant 

will be disqualified.  

5-10-2. Penalty  

If the participant gets 3 penalties, despite of the result, he/she will be disqualified 

and total score will be not be added to point to league matches. 

 

5-11. Stop  

5-11-1. In case of an accident of robot is in motion to get rid of target and structure or 

appendages of site had been destroy the match will be stopped, it will get a 

repaired time. The time will be stopped and location where the competition 

stops, team has to wait the match to begin.    

5-11-2. During the match, there was collapse of a robot and stop the referee can 

always make a decision to stop the match. That moment, participant cannot 

move the robot if they do not follow the rule, team gets a warning.  

 

5-12. Called game 

5-12-1. If participant complete all mission, the game ends and count the points at the 

match end. 

5-12-2. Decision of a called game can made when last block arranges to the field.   

 

 

 

6. Evaluation 

6-1. Ranking decision 

6-1-1. Grade 
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6-1-2-1. If there is no withdraws (or disqualified) with the game; team with higher 

block point wins the match.  

6-1-2-2. Gain one point when every 1 block of structure meets the given mission.  

6-1-2-3. If direction of the block on the bunker is different from given mission, that 

block does not make point. 

6-1-2-4. When the game ends, compare with the point by calculating below method. 

(Number of blocks that completes mission x 1 point) = participant’s score 

 

6-2. Tie breaker 

6-2-1. League 

6-2-1-1. If both team gain same winning point in the league below formula will be 

served.  

Goal difference of Total game > Total score 

6-2-1-2. Extra time: 1 minute will be given as extra time and the match will be 

restarted. The participant who gets more number of mission completed 

blocks wins the game.  

6-2-2. Tournament 

6-2-2-1. Extra time: 1 minute will be given as extra time and match will be restarted. 

The team which gets more number of mission completed blocks wins the 

game.  

6-2-2-2. If the winner hasn’t been decided yet , extra time will be start once more to 

find out who will win the match.   

6-2-2-3. If there are 3 people in the tournament, above rule (6-2-1-1) will be served.  


